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Overview of the Year (Sept 2020 to Dec 2021) - summary of main areas of focus, highlights, future considerations

Over the past year the most significant development has been to establish the toolkit as the starting point for
planning and to reinforce the importance of acquiring, developing and mastering skills across a range of
disciplines (painting, drawing, printing, collage, textiles, sculpture, IT & art) resulting in good quality
outcomes.

In Foundation Stage, learning opportunities have helped to develop children’s curiosity, allowing them to
learn about different creative processes and techniques, to think through their ideas, develop visual, spatial
and tactile awareness, and nurture investigative and manipulative skills. Teachers have encouraged children
to observe, make choices, problem-solve, and talk about their own and others’ work.

All year groups in KS1 and 2 have completed 4 art units. Drawing and painting, the core experiences, have
been covered each year with the addition of two further units. The work of other artists/ craftspeople/
architects or designers has been the starting point for all learning journeys.

Use of sketchbooks is a central feature of art in KS2. Staff training in Autumn 2021 helped to develop use of
sketchbooks and re-establish their value. The sketchbook has become a place where children can record
their ideas, their thinking, their evaluations, their experimentation, as well as their individuality.

Support with planning, modelled lessons and suggested starting points have helped year groups develop
units of work. Developing the breadth of artists used as a stimulus for work has led to more diversity within
the curriculum.

As classes worked for the majority of the year in bubbles it was important to have a platform to celebrate
achievements and so a virtual art gallery was created on the school website with one piece of work from
each child. (Summer Term 2021)

Overview of continued developments

A significant development in the academic year 2021-2022 was for the subject leader to teach art across the
school to support teachers and develop own practice.

During the spring and summer term the subject leader ran Tuesday art sessions after school for teachers to
explore materials and techniques and to boost wellbeing.

Curriculum Intent, Implementation, Impact - reflect on your intent, what has been implemented & the impact this has had

Intent The art curriculum offers children the potential to think and act creatively. Enthusiasm for
the subject is nurtured so that children want to engage in creative activities and value art
as an outlet for self expression. Pupils experience a broad range of art and artists. They
develop the skills to think critically about art, including their own and learn how art has
reflected and shaped history and culture. As they progress through each year group, they
develop their skills which allow them to demonstrate their growing creativity and mastery
of the subject.



Implementation In all year groups the Art and Design Toolkit is the starting point for developing a scheme
of work. The toolkit identities the skills to be developed and highlights previous learning
and future targets. All schemes of work have the acquisition of skills as the focus while
maintaining links with the project theme for each half term
All learning starts with an artist/craftsperson/architect/designer who demonstrates the
focus skills so children have a point of reference.This helps them reflect on their own
work.

Impact Sketchbooks provide a record of a child’s journey through each unit of work.They
demonstrate mastery of skills and personal reflections. Final pieces of work are displayed
in classrooms and often celebrated in year group posts on the school website. The
summer art exhibition highlights art achievement across the school and reflects the
development and mastery of skills.

What Performance Information do you monitor for your subject? - such as book looks, data, planning, pupil conferencing etc

Sketchbooks
Work on display
Summer exhibition
Unit Assessments
Year 1 Art Exhibition - October 2022
Year 2 Art Gallery for parents February 2023

What was progress like within your subject? - eg - good, assessment shows …

Good - the range of work shows development of skills for year group to year group.
The majority of children create work in line with Year Group expectations.
Having the opportunity to teach in both KS1 and KS2 enables the subject leader to evaluate the quality of
learning experiences first hand and make amendments to improve and refine the activities.
Toolkit updated with current assessment criteria.
Toolkit updated in line with changes to planning

What THREE questions are you considering for future developments in your subject? - eg - effective fieldwork,
teacher confidence, more engagement, pupil views, units that make the biggest impact and why etc

● Do outcomes in painting and drawing reflect the progression of skills?
All learning journeys (MTPs) have an emphasis on the teaching of skills within the context of topic
themes. Skills are revisited throughout the KS1 and KS2 and are developed gradually to build
confidence and develop mastery.
Art subject lead will teach the painting unit in Year 5 (Autumn 1) to evaluate the progression of skills.

● Are skills taught in sufficient depth?
The key skills of painting and drawing are revisited each year.
Focusing on just 4 main art units each year enables teachers to allow sufficient time to develop skills
in depth.

● Are there enough opportunities for work on a range of scales or with a collaborative approach?
Collaborative and large scale projects are identified on the learning journeys (MTPs).
Examples
Summer 2 Year 3 - Collaborative Titanic project: paper sculpture. All pupils make a cabin to
contribute towards a cross section of Titanic.
Spring 2 Year 2 - Drawing - large scale collaborative picture created with individual drawings inspired
by the work of Karla Gerard.
Autumn 2 Year 5 - Drawing - collaborative drawing activity. Children research and draw a feature of
one state in the USA for a whole class map of the country.

How does your subject help to further develop inclusion and diversity in and outside the school gates? - how
does your subject promote inclusion (SEND, vulnerable pupils, EAL etc) How does your subject promote & bring to life diversity?

All children in the school access learning in Art and Design.
Year groups ensure that artwork selected as a stimulus for learning represents a range of cultures.
All children have the ability to think creatively and Art and Design aims to capture this and enable children to



express themselves freely.
Each learning journey starts with a focus on the work of an artist/designer/craftsmaker/architect. The
artisans are selected to reflect creativity from cultures and countries around the world and within the local
community.

If there was ONE thing you could change or develop in your subject what would it be?

Be able to teach an art unit to a year group in the other key stage for professional development.
2022
Spring 2 - Collage unit in Year 5
Summer 1 - Photography unit in Year 5
Summer 2 - Textiles/Computing Year 1
Autumn 1 - Painting in Year 5
Autumn 2 - Year 5 Decorate a Christmas Tree for a display in Festival Place - December 2022

What resources have you added to support your subject this year and what was their impact on learning? -eg
- new PE equipment, science equipment, history boxes, DT booklets etc.

- Ready mix paint (powder paint no longer available) Not such a versatile product.
- Synthetic air drying clay alongside earthenware clay (as no kiln)
- Powder paint is available again so the subject lead will reintroduce this medium to staff as it

produces a wider, more subtle range of hues when colour mixing.

What key resources do you still need and why? Maximum of three!

- As all resources are consumable, there is an ongoing need to replacement stock

Why do we teach what we teach?

“Learning through and about the arts enriches the experience of studying while at school as well as
preparing students for life after school.

● Arts subjects encourage self-expression and creativity and can build confidence as well as a sense
of individual identity.

● Creativity can also help with wellbeing and improving health and happiness…
● Studying arts subjects also helps to develop critical thinking and the ability to interpret the world

around us.”

tate.org.uk

What are the
SIX key skills for
your subject?

1. Evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design.
2. Communicate their thoughts about existing creative works and explain ideas for their
own.
3. Plan the order of their work, choosing appropriate materials, tools and techniques.
4. Master art and design techniques and independently apply these.
5. Think critically about their own and others’ work.
6. Self-reflect in order to justify their choices and improve when possible.

How do you
ensure that
every skill is
taught within
your subject?

The skills are clearly identified on the toolkit and used as the starting point for all
planning.
The core experiences are revisited and developed throughout KS1 and KS2.
Progression of Skills document completed. This is the starting point for all teaching and
learning. Subject Lead creates all MTPs (learning journeys) to ensure skills are
developed throughout KS1 and KS2 and activities help to challenge pupils to develop
their confidence as artists.
Progression of Knowledge/Skills document created. This outlines the idea that
knowledge in art is gained through practical experience.

What is your As a minimum, Art is taught in 4 of the 6 half terms. It can be blocked, so covered over a



rationale for the
curriculum
organisation of
your subject?
Inc. time allocation,
how often it is taught,
links to other subjects
& why,

period of days, or re-visited each week. Time is not specified but it is important that
children have the opportunity to develop ideas and see them to their conclusion.
A skills based curriculum has been developed to ensure learning is focused and
progression can be achieved. Art themes are linked to the main project focus of the half
term.

What have you
done to confirm
that everything
in the NC is
covered?

The National Curriculum statements for art are general, offering much scope for
interpretation. The annotated curriculum produced by NSEAD has provided more detailed
descriptions of each area to be studied. This has been used as a reference point for
ensuring complete coverage of the curriculum. The toolkit has been cross referenced
with the curriculum to ensure all areas are covered.
Progression of skills in place to ensure balanced and developing coverage across the
whole primary phase.
The National Curriculum statements are cumulative so the key skills identified for KS1 are
referred to and developed throughout KS2.

Describe what a
good learner of
your subject
looks like when
they leave St
Mark’s.What are
the key components of
a good learner in your
subject?

● Perseverance
● Enthusiasm for the subject
● Resilience
● Independence
● Imagination
● Organisation
● Patience
● Art helps improve fine and gross motor skills.
● Creating means learning to make decisions.
● Art teaches children to be more aware of themselves and others.
● Creating art teaches focus and perseverance.
● Art helps children express their emotions in a positive way.

What does marking, feedback and assessment look like in your subject? - think about Live Feedback, FAGS etc.

Verbal feedback from the teacher is immediate and allows children to make specific improvements to
develop their work, and deepen their knowledge, skills and understanding.
Self evaluation encourages children to identify strengths and an area for improvement.
Peer evaluation creates a positive atmosphere in the classroom where all work is valued and achievements
are celebrated. This helps to raise self-esteem and enhance enjoyment of the subject.
Post-it notes in sketchbooks help children move forward with the learning without permanently marking the
work, thus enabling the child to retain ownership of the book.

How do you know marking, feedback and assessment has been effective for children’s progress?

FAG statements
New assessment documents encourage teachers to highlight successes and areas for development.
Assessment criteria are being added to the toolkit as new learning journeys are planned.

What provision do you make for SEND & vulnerable children in your subject? - how is work scaffolded, how might tasks
be adapted?



Art lessons are accessible to all, and children are free to express themselves at their own level with the
materials provided. As children master their art they are able to revisit work to add finer detail.

It is important to provide for the individual needs of children so they all make progress. This is achieved by
planning a unit of work appropriate for the age range and ability of a class. It should have an outcome
that all students can achieve but the journey may differ. Some will need more help. Some will extend
an idea further.

Children will need different levels of support throughout a lesson. For example it may be appropriate to
make more ambitious suggestions for more able students: encouraging them to add a higher level of
detail to drawing or encouraging them to make a more ambitious armature for a sculpture. Some children will
need more one-to-one support - breaking tasks down into smaller manageable chunks is often essential and
can be done verbally or by showing them what small part to attempt first. Specialist equipment may also be
used i.e. scissors.

Formative assessment should happen all the time supporting the needs of all children: whole class
questioning, one-to-one questioning, holding up good work for comparison and reflection, plenaries. This
way, learners' needs are addressed as they arise and opportunities for success are increased.

When writing a comment on how to improve in a sketchbook or on a piece of work, it is an individual
personalised way to improve. It is important to give children time to read comments and reflect back on what
is written.

Information on all MTPs

SEND

The MTPs for each learning journey outline the objectives all children should meet. It is our aim that barriers
to a child meeting these objectives are minimised. Some suggestions are listed below.

● It may be necessary to highlight new words for the lesson.
● It may be appropriate to spend more time developing the practical skills that will be needed.
● Group work and discussion can be challenging for some children. Pairings and groupings need to be

sensitive to this.
● Make tasks accessible through the use of, where appropriate specialist equipment, e.g. specialist

scissors and cutting tools.
● Children who are developing fine motor control may benefit from working on a larger scale in order to

be successful.
● Use of IT for the design process if suitable.
● Allow children time to explore materials and processes to build confidence before committing to final

artwork.
● Consider the length and complexity of tasks. Some pupils may need more time to complete activities,

while others need tasks to be short and varied to aid concentration.
● Record images or processes and replay them at different speeds and at different magnifications to

support pupils’ knowledge, understanding and skills in practical work.

How do you ensure ‘challenge’ for all in your subject and in particular those who are GDS? - what could children
who progress quickly or already know things be challenged?

Creating the opportunity for greater depth in Art and Design involves allowing pupils the independence to
apply their learning at a deeper level. They are able to take an idea or a new skill and adapt it or develop it
further. Pupils working at Greater Depth will have opportunities to:

● work independently
● research an art movement or artist in greater depth and adapt ideas and processes into their own art
● display a higher level of technical skill with a broad range of tools and media and think of innovative

ways to use this knowledge to enhance creativity and develop a style of their own
● work independently to assess and improve their art
● show a greater breadth of knowledge about artists and key art movements and make judgements



and offer personal opinions about works of art

What training and development have you received in your subject? - courses, books read, social media followed, subject
associations joined etc.

HIAS Art support meetings - 1 each term
Autumn 2021 - textiles
Spring 2022 - clay
Summer 2022 - drawing
Autumn 2022 - marbling
Spring 2023 - “Crafty Ideas” - A practical session to consider creating the craft of collage with cutting,
sticking, ironing and sewing.

How has this training and development impacted the learning and progress of children?

Suggestions from meetings are shared with staff and ideas are saved in the Curriculum Teams/ Art folder for
reference.

What barriers to developing your subject have you encountered and how have you overcome these? - If you
haven’t overcome these, you may want to write what would help.

There have been no barriers.

What are the key elements of your action plan

Jan - December 2022
● To plan learning journeys for each half term. Learning journeys (MTPs) are in place for the spring

and summer terms. They will be reviewed each year in conjunction with teacher and pupil feedback.
● To create an updated portfolio of work with examples to show how painting and drawing outcomes

should develop in line with the progression of skills. Photographs of work are kept to support future
planning and assessment.

● Monitor sketchbooks each term and offer training to continue to develop their use.
● To offer an art club in the summer term. Art and Gardening Club for Year 2 in Summer 1 completed.
● To update the toolkit in line with changes to year group projects. Updated each half term in line with

amendments to learning journeys (MTPs).
● Create a training flipchart for each core experience to develop teacher confidence.

2023
● The key focus is to develop ways to enable children to produce diverse and individual outcomes to

initial starting points.
● To create more opportunities for children to exhibit their work.

-To participate in the “Take One Picture” project organised by The National Gallery. Entries to be submitted
by 31.10.23.
-Submit work to be displayed in the CHildren’s Services buildings in WInchester.
-Climate Unity project organised by HIAS - Summer Term 2023

New Questions - March 2023

Question 1: What makes your subject ambitious?
● In art there are high expectations for all pupils. By removing barriers to learning and providing

appropriate scaffolding, we strive to enable all pupils to meet the same objectives. Pupils with the
most complex needs may require curricular goals to be adapted, but the aims and specified
end-points set out in the National Curriculum apply to all.

● Art is taught as a discrete subject to highlight its value and to ensure progression of skills throughout
the primary phase. Links are made with overarching project themes, therefore enriching the global
learning experience.

● Bespoke planning recognises the aims and subject content outlined in the National Curriculum, and
identifies what pupils need to learn to achieve them.



● Pupils develop the practical knowledge to create art by learning the methods and techniques that
artists, craft-makers and designers use. They develop theoretical knowledge of tools, materials and
the history of art. They also acquire disciplinary knowledge of the concept of art, including the ways
it is evaluated.

Practical knowledge: In terms of practical knowledge, and the development of proficiency, drawing,
painting and sculpture are specifically identified in the aims of the National Curriculum and as such are
revisited annually. Drawing is seen as central to the curriculum and appropriate skills are introduced at
different stages of learning, from fine motor control in Reception classes to the development of a repertoire
of lines and shapes which can be applied in different contexts.
Theoretical knowledge: By assigning an artist, designer, crafts-maker, or style of art to each art unit, pupils
have the opportunity to develop their theoretical knowledge of art. They may consider a full range of an
artist's work or a theme that can span different periods in history, or across a range of cultures. Our
curriculum acknowledges the importance of art, craft, and design work produced outside Europe; artists,
craft-makers and designers from diverse communities and traditional and contemporary forms of art, craft
and design.
Disciplinary knowledge: The acquisition of disciplinary knowledge is an area of development for our
school, but pupils are encouraged to consider questions such as ‘how is art made?’, ‘how is art judged?’,
‘what is the purpose of art?’

● There is an understanding of the cumulative nature of the subject content in the National Curriculum
and therefore the visual elements of art are fundamental to learning across the key stages.

● Key vocabulary has been identified for each area of making, and progression is identified on
planning.

● In terms of progression of knowledge, the sequence of learning enables pupils to build on the ideas
and skills they have previously learned. Retrieval practices are essential to this and prior learning is
revisited and refreshed.

● Although outcomes in art are celebrated and displayed, the journey is valued and reflected in the role
of sketchbooks in KS2 and exploratory activities in KS1.

● We strive to ensure a balance between convergent and divergent outcomes in children’s artwork.
Through effective modelling, convergent outcomes are the most common seen throughout the school
(these are the prescribed outcomes identified in the National Curriculum). The creation of more
divergent outcomes is a continued area for development, relying on the confidence of pupils to be
able to apply the knowledge and skills they have acquired (this refers to proficiency in Art
techniques.) Upcoming reviews/amendments to planning will specify whether pupils should be
working towards convergent or divergent outcomes.

● Teachers are clear about what they want pupils to learn, rather than what they want them to do.
Planning documents specify prior learning and next steps to increase teacher confidence and make
best use of learning time. Teaching approaches take account of pupils’ levels of expertise.

● When pupils begin to learn techniques, teachers ensure they have enough opportunities to practise
crucial components.

● As pupils become more proficient in areas of practical knowledge, classroom activities become more
varied and open-ended.

● Formative assessment offers immediate feedback for learners and is apparent in all lessons in the
form of peer and teacher responses to work. Summative assessment is focused on work in
sketchbooks and the portfolio of final outcomes. Teachers are aware that they need to think carefully
about the objective when assessing final outcomes with reference to the NSEAD assessment model.

● The curriculum recognises the importance of teaching and learning in sufficient depth and breath,
therefore only four art units are taught each year.

To summarise
1. High expectations for every pupil. With appropriate scaffolding and support, the National Curriculum
aims and end-points apply to all.
2. Art is taught as a discrete subject with an emphasis on progression of theoretical, practical and
disciplinary knowledge.
3. There is an awareness of the cumulative nature of the aims in the National Curriculum and the
importance of retrieval practices.
4. Bespoke planning makes links with the overarching theme therefore enriching the global learning
experience.
5. Key vocabulary is identified for each area of making, and progression is identified on planning.
6. Outcomes in art are celebrated and displayed, and the journey is valued and reflected in the role of
sketchbooks in KS2 and exploratory activities in KS1.



7. We are working towards having a balance of convergent and divergent outcomes.
8. Planning identifies what children will learn.
9. Four units are taught each year to ensure sufficient depth. Drawing, painting and sculpture are revisited
each year.
10. As pupils become more proficient in areas of practical knowledge, the learning opportunities become
more open ended.

Question 2: What makes your subject tailored for St Mark's children?
● Bespoke planning builds progression in skills and is linked with the overarching project theme.
● Artwork is incorporated into curriculum enrichment experiences i.e French Culture Day, Wellbeing

week.
● The art curriculum offers challenge and enjoyment; breadth; progression; depth and choice.
● It utilises the immediate environment and local area.
● There are opportunities to display and celebrate artwork - summer exhibition, Year 2 gallery.

Question 3: What are the key aspects of your subject that you want children to learn?
How to:

● generate ideas - researching and developing ideas; recording and experimenting.
● develop the knowledge to create artwork in different mediums.
● explore and develop skills and techniques; apply and use technical skills and acquire mastery.
● evaluate work / make judgements (identify key features of their own and others’ work).
● develop knowledge and understanding of art and artists.

Question 4: What does SEND look like in your subject?
● To make art and design lessons inclusive, teachers anticipate potential barriers particular children

may have to participating and learning.
● In planning, teachers consider ways of minimising those barriers so that all pupils can participate fully

and learn.
● In some activities, pupils with SEND will be able to take part in the same way as their peers. In

others, some adjustments will need to be made to include everyone.
● In some instances, it is appropriate to provide a modified activity for pupils with SEND, so that they

can work towards the same objectives as their peers e.g. using a computer simulation of a process
rather than equipment.


